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Short Description

Product Details:
Stylish 5.25 Multi-Function Controller and Media card reader, USB/Firewire slot in one panel. To control up to 6 fans and to install slim combo
drive.
Features:
The optimum to the slim case and the micro case whose 5 inch bays are few!
Application of the slim optical drive which is left over possibility!
The multi-function group which size original system is proud that way
Loading the slot for slim optical drive.
In shipment state fan controller module of channel 4 installation being completed.
According to need, fan controller is removed, slim optical drive
Replacement is possible.
* Because slim optical drive does not belong, other way please ask.
Connector ⇒IDE40 pin conversion connector basis attachment for slim drive!
2+4 channel fan controller built-in.
S-ATA data, S-ATA power source connector each 1 loading!
USB2.0 corresponding lighter/writer furthermore evolution!
(1) it corresponds to the direct insertion of the microSD card!
(2) it corresponds to the SDHC media!
* You succeed also the direct insertion of miniSD and memory stick Duo!
* Because the smart media becomes non correspondence, note.
USB2.0 connector and cable for card leader,
Concerning the cable for IEEE1394, in the external connector cable of conventional type
In addition it attaches also the cable for internal connection anew!
Because of this USB/IEEE1394 header pin connection of the motherboard becomes possible,
Smarter wiring is actualized.
* Concerning the cable for audio until recently model similar
It draws around to the rear connector of [do], it becomes external connection type,
It increases.
* With the motherboard presence and the [so] of the USB2.0/IEEE1394 header pin
Because quantity diﬀers, note.
Environmental consideration type product of RoHS correspondence.
Speciﬁcations:
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Size: Width 148× depth 90× high 42mm
Fan Control
The fan control up to maximum of 6 is possible
(2+4 channel, in substance channel 2, in slot for slim drive
As an installation and removal type module channel 4 loading)
Card leader
Windows 2000/XP/Vista correspondence
* Verifying operation even with Win, Me it increases, but you make outside operation guarantee as OS
Corresponding media
SD/SDHC card /MMC card /miniSD card/

Direct insertion yes

microSD card /CF media/micro
drive/
The memory stick (PRO/Duo/PRO
Duo it includes)/
xD card

Corresponding media
(Main point adapter)

RS-MMC (⇒MMC card)/
MMC micro (⇒MMC card)/
Memory stick micro (⇒ memory
stick
Or memory stick Duo)

Non corresponding media

Smart media

Connector
S-ATA data and power source Ã� each 1, USB2.0×2,
Line in, microphone in and audio out each 1
IEEE1394×1
Slot
Slot ×1 for slim optical drive
(Channel 4 fan controller modules and exclusion utilization)
Includes:
The accessory (the big picture sees with picture click and the [re] increases.)
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Downloads:
Handling instruction manual
Slim drive installation manual

Description
Stylish 5.25 Multi-Function Controller and Media card reader, USB/Firewire slot in one panel. To control up to 6 fans and to install
slim combo drive.
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Features
Features:
The optimum to the slim case and the micro case whose 5 inch bays are few!
Application of the slim optical drive which is left over possibility!
The multi-function group which size original system is proud that way
Loading the slot for slim optical drive.
In shipment state fan controller module of channel 4 installation being completed.
According to need, fan controller is removed, slim optical drive
Replacement is possible.
* Because slim optical drive does not belong, other way please ask.
Connector ⇒IDE40 pin conversion connector basis attachment for slim drive!
2+4 channel fan controller built-in.
S-ATA data, S-ATA power source connector each 1 loading!
USB2.0 corresponding lighter/writer furthermore evolution!
(1) it corresponds to the direct insertion of the microSD card!
(2) it corresponds to the SDHC media!
* You succeed also the direct insertion of miniSD and memory stick Duo!
* Because the smart media becomes non correspondence, note.
USB2.0 connector and cable for card leader,
Concerning the cable for IEEE1394, in the external connector cable of conventional type
In addition it attaches also the cable for internal connection anew!
Because of this USB/IEEE1394 header pin connection of the motherboard becomes possible,
Smarter wiring is actualized.
* Concerning the cable for audio until recently model similar
It draws around to the rear connector of [do], it becomes external connection type,
It increases.
* With the motherboard presence and the [so] of the USB2.0/IEEE1394 header pin
Because quantity diﬀers, note.
Environmental consideration type product of RoHS correspondence.

Specifications
Size: Width 148× depth 90× high 42mm
Fan Control
The fan control up to maximum of 6 is possible
(2+4 channel, in substance channel 2, in slot for slim drive
As an installation and removal type module channel 4 loading)
Card leader
Windows 2000/XP/Vista correspondence
* Verifying operation even with Win, Me it increases, but you make outside operation guarantee as OS
Corresponding media
SD/SDHC card /MMC card /miniSD card/

Direct insertion yes
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Corresponding media
(Main point adapter)

RS-MMC (⇒MMC card)/
MMC micro (⇒MMC card)/
Memory stick micro (⇒
memory stick
Or memory stick Duo)

Non corresponding
media

Smart media

Connector
S-ATA data and power source Ã� each 1, USB2.0×2,
Line in, microphone in and audio out each 1
IEEE1394×1
Slot
Slot ×1 for slim optical drive
(Channel 4 fan controller modules and exclusion utilization)
Includes:
The accessory (the big picture sees with picture click and the [re] increases.)
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Downloads:
Handling instruction manual
Slim drive installation manual

Additional Information
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Brand

Scythe

SKU

SCKMPN-2000-SL-D

Weight

2.0000

Color

Silver

Device Type

Multi-purpose

Bay Size

5.25" Bay
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